We study the vortex dynamics and vortex pinning effect in Bose-Einstein condensate in a rotating double-well trap potential and co-rotating optical lattice. We show that, in agreement with the experiment, the vortex number do not diverge when the rotational frequency Ω → 1 if the trap potential is of anisotropic double-well type. The critical rotational frequency as obtained from numerical simulations agrees very well with the value √ l/l for l = 4 which supports the conjecture that surface modes with angular momentum l = 4 are excited when the rotating condensate is trapped in double-well potential. The vortex lattice structure in a rotating triple-well trap potential and its pinning shows very interesting features. We show the existence and pinning of a new type of hidden vortices whose phase profile is similar to that of the visible vortices.
One of the most striking properties of the BoseEinstein condensate (BEC) is its ability to form vortices and vortex lattice in the rotating frame which manifest the superfluidity of BEC [1] . Inspired by the ability of ultra cold gases in optical lattice to explore a wide range of fundamental problems in condensed matter physics [2] , extensive theoretical and experimental studies have taken place with BEC in rotating optical lattice showing some interesting properties [3] . Pinning of vortices and the associated the structural phase transition from the Abrikosov vortex lattice structure to the lattice structure of the optical lattice is the one of those properties [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The BEC in double-well potential trap have got much attention because of its richness in physics [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . This motivated the study of the BEC trapped in rotating double-well potential [15] . Recent theoretical study about the Feynman rule in BEC trapped in a rotating double well potential have unearthed the existence of hidden vortices [16] . These hidden vortices do not have visible cores but carries angular momentum. It has been shown that Feynman rule for the number of vortices in the condensate can be satisfied only after including the hidden vortices [16, 17] .
In this rapid communication, we study about the vortex formation and vortex pinning in BEC in a rotating double-well trap potential and co-rotating optical lattice. Our study is motivated by the observation of hidden vortices in BEC in a rotating double-well trap potential. It is natural to ask whether the hidden vortices can be pinned by the optical lattice. Interestingly, our numerical simulations show that there exist two types of hidden vortices with different phase profiles and only the type which displays phase profile similar to that of the visible vortices can be pinned to the optical lattice. Since the hidden vortices are distributed along the central barrier region of the double-well trap potential, we have considered the case of triple-well trap potential where there are two barrier regions. In this case the nature of vortex lattice and its pinning effect shows very interesting features. Another motivation for the present study is to derive the well-known Feynman rule for the doublewell trap potential [18] . It has been shown that for a condensate trapped in a single-well (harmonic) potential and confined in a co-rotating optical lattice, the number of vortices increases linearly with rotational frequency Ω and diverges when the rotational frequency approaches the harmonic trap frequency [19] . Contrary to this, no such divergence in the vortex number have been observed in the recent experiments of Williams et al [6] . Recently Kato et al [7] argued that such divergence in the number of vortices can be avoided if one consider an optical lattice with Gaussian envelope of the laser beams [7] . We, on the other hand show that if the trap potential is of double-well anisotropic type, then there is no such divergence in the number of vortices as rotational frequency approaches the trap frequency which is in agreement with the experiment. We have also addressed the problem of the relation between the surface mode frequency and the critical rotational frequency Ω c for rotating BEC in double-well trap potential. For the case of harmonic trap (single well) potential the initial surface mode excitation which leads to single vortex formation have angular momentum l = 2. However, for the case of double-well trap potential, the problem is nontrivial as in this case it is conjectured that higher order surface modes with l = 4 are expected to contribute to initial turbulent motion of the rotating condensate which leads to the vortex formation [17] .
We consider the two-dimensional (2D) dimensionless time-dependent Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) [5] for the formulation of our problem. Here the potential V (x, y) is the sum of two potentials V dw (x, y) + V lattice (r). V dw (x, y) is the anisotropic double-well trap potential given by
2 , where V 0 denote the depth of the double well potential and λ = ω y /ω x denote the anisotropy parameter. V lattice denote the optical lattice potential [5, 20] . The strength of the potentials V 0 and V 1 are in units of ω x .
The Crank-Nicolson scheme is used to numerically solve the 2DGPE. For our simulation, we set small spatial step ∆x = ∆y = 0.04 and time step, ∆t = 0.0005. The parameters are chosen from the experiments of 87 Rb [6, 7] . The dissipation parameter is set to γ = 0.03. The lattice constant a is fixed as a = 2.2 and p = 1000.
We obtain below the expression for the surface mode frequency for the rotating condensate trapped in a double-well potential using the time-dependent variational analysis. For this we set V lattice (r)=0 and λ = 1. As the condensate is trapped in the doublewell shaped potential, we use the ansatz for the condensate wave function to be of the form ψ(x, y, t) = c(t)
In the presence of rotation, the centrifugal term (−ΩL z ) shifts the surface mode with l = 4 (for the double-well trap potential) by ±4Ω. By following the similar procedure for finding the surface modes frequency for harmonic trap potential case [21] , we obtain the lowest energy surface mode frequency for BEC trapped in a rotating double-well potential as ω −4 = ω − 4Ω [22] . This relation shows that the dynamical instability which leads to the visible vortex formation begins at Ω = ω/4. Table I shows the variation of the surface mode frequency Ω = ω/4 and the critical rotational frequency Ω c obtained numerically with nonlinear interaction parameter p and the depth of the double-well potential V 0 . It can be seen that Ω c agrees quite well with the value √ l/l = 0.5 for l = 4. This shows that the initial turbulent motion which leads to the vortex formation indeed consist of the higher order surface modes with l = 4. The comparison between the two frequencies shows that the surface mode frequency is much smaller than Ω c . This is unlike the harmonic (single well) trap case, where the surface mode frequency is quite close to Ω c [21] . We consider the vortex lattice formation in BEC trapped in symmetric triple-well potential given by V tw (x, y) =
2 which has two barrier regions where the hidden vortices and corresponding phase defects can occur. The vortex formation in this particular case is very interesting. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , in the central potential well, the vortices form a one-dimensional linear chain structure. However, in the two other wells on both side of the central well, the vortex lattice structure is the usual Abrikosov lattice. Such kind of linear vortex lattice structure is useful in various applications such as quantum computing etc.
[23]. The hidden vortices which forms in the two barrier regions around the central potential well are shown as phase defects in the corresponding phase profile in Fig.  1(b) . We have also confirmed numerically the presence of the hidden vortices in this case from the Feynman rule N t /2 = l z , where N t is the total number of vortices (visible plus hidden) in the condensate and l z is the average angular momentum per atom in equilibrium [18, 24] .
The Feynman rule for the number of vortices in a superfluid rotating in a rigid container is given by N = mΩR 2 / , where R is the radius of the container [18] . As mentioned above, the Feynman rule can also be expressed as l z = N/2. For the harmonically trapped rotating BEC, the centrifugal force mod-
. From this relation we can see that the radius and hence N , diverges when Ω → 1. However, no such divergence have been observed in the experiment when Ω → 1 [6] . Here we derive the Feynman's relation for the rotating BEC when trapped in an anisotropic double-well potential using the Thomas-Fermi approximation [19] . The effective potential in presence of the rotation is
2 ), where we neglected the higher order terms in the expansion of e −x 2 /2ω
2 . The normalization condition in 2D shows
, where w is the width of the barrier. The radius of the condensate can be taken as the average of the condensate radius along x and y directions. That is, R(Ω)
. Using the similar procedure in reference [19] , we obtain the Feynman rule for the double-well trap potential in our dimensionless form as N = ΩR 2 (Ω), where
1/2 and we get back the result
. From the Feynman formula as derived above, it can be seen that for the isotropic case (λ = 1) the radius of the condensate R(Ω) → ∞ when Ω → 1, similar to the case of harmonic trap. On the other hand, for the anisotropic case (λ = 1) the radius of the condensate depends on the anisotropy parameter λ. Whenever λ < 1, the term λ 2 − Ω 2 in Eq. (1) becomes negative and the condensate becomes unstable. But for λ > 1, the rotation at Ω = 1 is also possible which is in agreement with the experiment. This is shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen from the figure that the analytical Feynman formula for the number of vortices (Eq. (1)) matches quite well with the total number of vortices N t as obtained numerically. The corresponding plot for the isotropic case (λ = 1) is shown in the inset of the figure where we can see that the number of vortices increases at much faster rate when Ω → 1 as compared to the anisotropic case.
In order to study the pinning of vortices, we consider both the square and the triangular co-rotating optical lattice potentials. In Fig. 3 we present the lattice potential energy obtained from numerical simulations for different strength V 1 of the triangular optical lattice (TOL) (red dots) and square optical lattice (SOL) (blue line-dots). It shows that the transition from Abrikosov vortex lattice to the pinned lattice occur through the intermediate coexisting state, similar to that observed for the case of harmonic trap potential [5] . The comparison between the two cases show that the strength of the TOL potential required for the pinning of the visible vortices is comparatively lower than that of the SOL case. This is expected since the Abrikosov vortex lattice structure is commensurate with the TOL easily. Fig. 4(a) shows the completely pinned vortex lattice for the SOL with strength V 1 = 2.2. When the strength of the SOL is further increased to V 1 = 3, we find that there is an extra vortex on both sides of the central barrier region as shown in Fig. 4(b) . This two particular defect vortices remains unpinned even if all the other vortices gets pinned. The defect of this kind has already been observed in experiment for the BECs trapped in a harmonic potential [4] . It is interesting to note that such defects do not appear for the TOL (not shown here). This is because the commensurate nature of the Abrikosov vortex lattice and the TOL which allows all the vortices to get pinned to the optical lattice pinning sites, leaving no room for unpinned defect vortices. Fig. 5 shows the pinning of the vortices for the case of rotating BEC in triple-well trap potential. Due to the linear lattice structure of the vortex lattice (see Fig.  1(a) ), only alternate vortex sites in the linear chain of vortices coincides with the pinning sites of TOL and can get pinned. This is exactly seen form our numerical simulation and is shown in Fig. 5(a) where we can see that only alternate vortices of the central linear chain of vortices are pinned. The vortices in the neighbouring two wells form the usual Abrikosov lattice and therefore all these are pinned to the TOL. On the other hand all the vortex sites in the linear chain of vortices coincide with the SOL pinning sites and can get pinned. This is shown in Fig. 5(b) where we can see that all the vortices in the central well are completely pinned. In the neighbouring two wells, all the vortices are also pinned except the defect vortices.
The pinning of the hidden vortices is a difficult problem because the pinning can be seen only as defects in the phase profile of the condensate density. To get a clear picture of the pinning of hidden vortices, we first increase the number of hidden vortices in the condensate. This can be done by increasing the width of the central barrier region of the double-well trap potential large enough (by increasing σ ) such that this region can accommodate sufficient number of hidden vortices. Interestingly, by increasing the width, we find the existence of a new type of hidden vortices located in the central barrier region. The phase profile of this new type of hidden vortices is different from the hidden vortices reported earlier in the literature [16] . Fig. 6(a) shows the visible vortices which form the usual Abrikosov lattice on both sides of the larger central barrier region. From the phase profile in Fig. 6(b) we can see that there are two types of such phase defects in the central barrier region. There are some lines which ends in the central barrier line where the phase changes discontinuously and these defects are the the usual hidden vortices reported earlier in the literature. Then, there are other lines where the phase changes discontinuously from black to white (similar to the phase profile of the visible vortices) and the end of these lines represent the phase defects. These phase defects (shown by red dots in Fig. 6(b) ) represent a new type of hidden vortices. We identify these phase defects as hidden vortices since there are no visible vortices in these positions (red dots) as seen from Fig. 6(a) . This is also checked by calculating the average value of the angular momentum and verifying the N t /2 = l z rule as mentioned above. From numerical simulations we find that only these new type of hidden vortices gets pinned to the optical lattice sites. Fig. 7(a) shows the pinning of the visible vortices in SOL potential. Fig. 7(b) shows the corresponding phase profile. As we increase the strength of the SOL potential, the hidden vortices gradually moves away from the central line and finally gets pinned to the SOL sites. The magnified picture of the central region is shown in the right top corner of the figure, where the pinned hidden vortices are shown by red dots. Similar pinning of the hidden vortices is also seen for the TOL for lattice strength V 1 = 100.
In conclusion, we have derived analytically the surface mode frequency and the Feynman rule for the BEC in a rotating double-well trap potential and compared with numerical results. We have shown the existence of the surface mode with l = 4 for the double-well potential and the non-divergence of vortex number for the anisotropic double-well potential when Ω → 1. The linear vortex lattice structure as well as its interesting pinning effect for the condensate in a rotating triple-well trap potential is expected to be very useful in applications such as quantum computing. We have shown the existence of a new type of hidden vortices whose phase profile is similar to that of the visible vortices. We have shown that this new type of hidden vortices also gets pinned, but for much higher strength of the optical lattice.
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[22] Here ω is derived as, ω 2 = 4− 
